Assessment of hydration status using bioelectrical impedance vector analysis in critical patients with acute kidney injury.
The state of hyperhydration in critically ill patients with acute kidney injury (AKI) is associated with increased mortality. Bioelectrical impedance vector analysis (BIVA) appears to be a viable method to access the fluid status of critical patients but has never been evaluated in critical patients with AKI. The objective of this study is to evaluate the hydration status measured using BIVA in critical patients under intensive care at the time of AKI diagnosis and to correlate this measurement with mortality. We assessed the fluid status measured using BIVA in 224 critical patients at the time of AKI diagnosis and correlated it with mortality. To interpret the results, BIVA Software 2002 was used to plot the data from the patients studied on the 95% confidence ellipses of the RXc plane for comparisons between groups (non-survivors, survivors). Variables such as mechanical ventilation, vasoactive drug, and sepsis, among others, were collected. The impedance vector analysis conducted using BIVA Software 2002 indicated changes in the body compositions of patients according to the 95% confidence ellipse between the vectors R/H and Xc/H of the group of survivors and the group of deceased patients. Hotelling's test (T2 = 21.2) and the F test (F = 10.6) revealed significant differences (p < 0.001) between the two groups. These results demonstrate that patients who died presented with a greater hydration volume at the time of AKI diagnosis compared with those who survived. In addition to the hydration status measured using BIVA, the following were also correlated with death: diagnosis at hospitalization, APACHE II score, length of hospital stay, RIFLE score, maximum organ failure, sepsis type, hemoglobin, and AF. The fluid status assessment measured using BIVA significantly demonstrated the difference in hydration between survivors and non-survivors among critically ill patients with AKI.